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PROHIBITION METHODS.

Mr. Geer asserts that they are anti-Christian in their nature.

To the Editor of The Courant—

Let me inform the individual who signs himself "A Backboned Anti-Wet": that when the Anti-Saloon-League and the prohibition law outlaw the Al-mighty, make our Behaviour a wrong-doer, make a criminal act from that which is not morally wrong, and violate the Golden Rule, both the Anti-Saloon League and the prohibition law prove themselves anti-Christian and its further argument is necessary to establish the fact.

"Anti-Wet" objects to my criticism of prohibition because of Hoover's alleged remark that prohibition has accomplished wonderful results. It has, as I can testify from personal observation, it having caused more disrespect for law, more drinking, drunkenness, graft, corruption and crime than pre-prohibition days could ever boast of, and the prohibitionist who disputes this is either ignorant of the facts or is careless of the truth. Hence it must be a huge success from the boot-
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